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Legendary New York Times bestselling author Elmore Leonard returns with three of his favorite
characters: Jack Foley from Out of Sight, Cundo Rey from Labrava, and Dawn Navarro from
Riding the Rap. Jack Foley is serving a thirty-year sentence in a Miami penitentiary, but he's
made an unlikely friend on the inside who just might be able to do something about that. Fellow
inmate Cundo Rey, an extremely wealthy Cuban criminal, arranges for Foley's sentence to be
reduced from thirty years to three months, and when Jack is released just two weeks ahead of
Cundo, he agrees to wait for him in Venice Beach, California. Also waiting for Cundo is his
common-law wife, Dawn Navarro, a professional psychic with a slightly ulterior motive for staying
with Cundo: she wants his money. And with the arrival of Jack, she sees the perfect partner in a
plan to relieve Cundo of his fortune. Cundo may be Jack's friend, but does that mean he can
trust him? And can either of them trust Dawn? Road Dogs is Elmore Leonard at his best and
readers will love seeing Cundo, Jack, and Dawn back in action and working together . . . or are
they?

About the AuthorEric Carle is acclaimed and beloved as the creator of brilliantly illustrated and
innovatively designed picture books for very young children. His best-known work, The Very
Hungry Caterpillar, has been translated into 70 languages and sold over 55 million copies. Carle
illustrated more than seventy books, many best sellers, most of which he also wrote, and more
than 170 million copies of his books have sold around the world. In 2003, Carle received the
Laura Ingalls Wilder Award (now called the Children’s Literature Legacy Award) for lifetime
achievement in children's literature. In 2002, Eric and his wife, Barbara, cofounded The Eric
Carle Museum of Picture Book Art (www.carlemuseum.org) in Amherst, Massachusetts, a
40,000-square-foot space dedicated to the celebration of picture books and picture book
illustrations from around the world, underscoring the cultural, historical, and artistic significance
of picture books and their art form. Eric Carle passed away in May 2021 at the age of 91. His
work remains an important influence on artists and illustrators at work today. www.eric-carle.com
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Wayne C. Rogers, “Jack Foley returns in another great Elmore Leonard novel!!!. Thank God
Elmore Leonard is still kicking and writing. With each new book of his that gets published, I
always think that it's going to be his last. This author, however, keeps surprising me, and for that,
I'm eternally grateful. You see, Elmore Leonard has been writing novels since the late fifties, and
a lot of them have been bestsellers, not to mention great films (Get Shorty and Out of Sight). In
fact, his newest book, Road Dogs, is the sequel to Out of Sight and brings back the character of
Jack Foley in full form with all of his bravado, sarcastic wit, charm, and his instinctual skills for
survival. Though not quite to the level of greatness that Out of Sight was (after all, this novel had
the love affair between Jack and U.S. Marshall Karen Sisco, a.k.a. Jennifer Lopez in the film),
Road Dogs is still an extremely entertaining read from the first page to the last. Also, if you've
seen George Clooney as Jack Foley in the film version of Out of Sight, then you're going to see
Clooney in your mind's eye through the entire new book, which certainly adds to the pleasure of
reading it.At the beginning of Road Dogs, Foley is back in Glades Correctional, facing a possible
thirty-year sentence for his escape from the facility and for the deaths of several people in
Detroit, where he was eventually shot by his lover and hunter, Karen Sisco. His new bubby at
Glades is Cuando Rey, who's also in jail for murder. Though an unlikely pair, they hit it off as
fellow inmates and Jack ends up covering Cuando's back whenever there's trouble. Cuando,
being a millionaire from his life of crime and from his real estate investments in California, hires
the most talented and beautiful lawyer that money can buy, Megan Norris, to represent both him
and Foley. The lawyer, with the help of Karen Sisco's somewhat untruthful testimony, gets Jack
off with time served, and then she gets Cuando off due to a lack of physical evidence.Getting out
of jail a few weeks earlier than his friend, Jack heads to Venice, California to stay in one of
Cuando's multi-million dollar homes and to keep an eye on his common-law wife, Dawn Navarro,
who just happens to be lovely and sexy and a professional psychic. Dawn is also a scam who
recognizes a good thing when she sees it. For eight years, she's been waiting patiently for
Cuando to get out of jail, not because she loves him, but rather because she wants a sizable
chunk of his money. All of it would be better, but Dawn's willing to settle for a few million dollars
for time served as the chase wife of a criminal. When Jack Foley arrives, she quickly sees the
possibility of having a partner to help her with her plans, if he's willing to go the distance by
killing Cuando. Dawn is smart enough to make the offer very enticing to Jack by giving him her
body and promising a large cut of the money. This is something Jack has to think really hard
about because he still owes Cuando thirty thousand dollars in lawyer's fees, plus there's Lou
Adams, an F.B.I. agent, who wants to put Jack back in jail for robbing so many banks and thus,
making himself into a legend as the man who nailed the greatest bank robber in history. Lou's
taken a month off from work and follows Jack to California, knowing that he will cross the line
sooner or later. Poor Jack is going to have his hands full just trying to stay one step ahead of
everybody in the game and not getting killed in the shuffle, or ending up back in jail for the rest of



his life.Road Dogs is Elmore Leonard at his best. Though just a notch below Out of Sight in
entertainment value, this novel proves that Mr. Leonard is still the greatest thriller writer living
today. Few authors can even come close to the skills that he has in creating characters that the
reader can see in his mind and think that he actually knows. And, when it comes to dialogue,
nobody does it better than this icon of the publishing industry in creating such believable, yet
witty lines for his characters to speak. The words are never forced, but rather flows with a
smoothness that rings true to the ear. His books also come alive in ways that enable the readers
to live inside the stories with the characters for a few hours, and then to come away from it with a
totally satisfied experience that stays with them for days to come. It certainly does that to me!
Elmore Leonard is a true master of his craft, and he's still delivering the goods after fifty years of
writing. Road Dogs is a winner in every sense of the word, and a novel that will get you hooked
on one of the best author America has ever produced. He's now working on another novel, and
I'm hoping to read it before either of us dies.”

Cai Yixin Jeremy, “Road Dogs. You know those books where you have come off feeling like you
have slogged through them. This is exactly the kind of sensation one gets while going through
ROAD DOGS, the latest in the long run of Elmore Leonard's illustrious bibliography. As prolific as
he is, he still shows an obvious lack in story plotting, the part of the writing process which he
failed to nail in the very first crime novel THE BIG BOUNCE. That's not to say Elmore's writing
isn't as stellar as it was or that his dialogue isn't as good. His mastery of dialogue is by far one of
the best I've seen from any writer since, well, the advent of the greatest duo in English literature,
Charles Dickens and Shakespeare. And, if you've read THE HOT KID or THE BIG BOUNCE,
you would know how well Elmore can pace a scene or an action sequence. He goes through
paragraphs like a freight train. No word is wasted and every single one used to tremendous
overall effect. It's a welcome change from the long winding prose of a Stephen King or a Thomas
Pynchon, where you see far too many words employed to illustrate a single point. The story
construction, though, leaves a lot to be desired.The premise of the book looks to be a winner:
Jack Foley from OUT OF SIGHT meets Cundo Rey from LABRAVA meets Dawn Navarro from
RIDING THE RAP. Jack meets Cundo in Glades prison, from an arrest by Karen Sisco back In
OUT OF SIGHT-not the first time Elmore does such a thing-and Dawn, on the outside, waits on
Cundo to finish up serving his time, little do we know she has her manicured paws poised on
robbing Cundo of his numerous land properties and mansions. It all sounds good but the
execution plods for a better part of the first half, until the inevitable betrayal by a particular
someone in the equation. One might argue that crime novels does have such plot mechanics but
even the worst of these novels do not contain weird plot points like the one involving Danny
Karmanos' 'ghost.' While humorous, it offers no storytelling value. It looks suspiciously like filler,
something redundant to fill up the pages.It does have plenty of memorable moments to tide you
over. The moment where Foley finds out the whole plan remains the highest for me. That was
atypical of Elmore's characterization which is indicative of his experience and his prowess at



following characters around with his pen. No one character was out and there was even a clear
example shown, of Elmore's use of characterization, in a late conversation between Cundo and
Dawn. ROAD DOGS has that going for it.The ending was satisfying as well and not as slip-shot
as some people thought it to be. It offered a good conclusion to the mystery and showed that
vice always meets with punishment. Always.If you've come here expecting the greatest
American novel, this isn't it. Instead what you are getting here is a sort of a tide-over, a beach
read to keep your days busy. Not really compelling but good for a few hours entertainment. If
you're used to Elmore's prose, this might be a welcome introduction to some of the most poetic
lines in crime fiction and beyond. Everyone benefits.”

GeorgeHy, “... by Elmore Leonard and there isn't one I wouldn't recommend. This is probably the
last book he wrote .... I have read every book by Elmore Leonard and there isn't one I wouldn't
recommend. This is probably the last book he wrote and it was good to see a few characters
from earlier books making an appearance. His writing is always so economical, he can describe
something or someone in a line where others would use a paragraph. Worth checking out his
son Peter, very enjoyable also.I will miss Elmore though.”

miss.insomniac, “The Sweetheart Bank Robber!. I have every single one of Elmore Leonard
books. Been reading them since I was little. The pages of my old copy of “Road Dogs” we’re
falling apart and so I figured I better replace it. Great book, great characters.”

MR M H NUTT, “Pure entertainment and enjoyment.. Once you are in the swing of an Elmore
Leonard book, you are carried along by its quick-paced beat and easy talk. It flows like a river in
full spate, sweeping the reader along on a wave of sharp dialogue, well-drawn characters, and
fast-moving plot developments. 'Road Dogs' may not be classic Elmore Leonard, but it is still a
great read. Pure entertainment and enjoyment.”

Marham, “Back to the Past. I am an avid follower of Elmore Leonard but recent books have been
disappointing. Gone are the truely grim, nasty Hispanics characters. The "Hot Kid" stories are
insipid. "Road Dogs" is a return (almost) to the best. Sharp witty dialogue and some real nasties.
It is not quite one of the best but well worth reading.”

Andrew Harkin, “An excellent Sequel to Out Of Sight. I bought this as it is the sequel to Out of
Sight. As usual the prose is sharp, the dialogue excellent and the characters described to give
you an idea of who they are but not so much that it ruins your own interpretation and picture in
your mind.I love reading Elmore Leonard's stuff, terse and sharp prose, no fluff and as my Dad
would say, a good yarn.”

The book by Eric Carle has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 566 people have provided feedback.
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